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prior to the release of sing, wentz had openly stated that he wanted the album to be like nevermind, where the band would simply do whatever they wanted. fearing that once the album was done, they would be too busy to tour the world, they created a set of exhausting tour dates; this caused the band to be exhausted, and to lose control over their lives in the

months leading up to the album. wentz later commented, we were so fucking out of control when we did from under the cork treethat we didnt know how to take care of ourselves. that was our first road trip, and my feet were just as big as those wheels. i was walking around in a size 10 shoe. i felt like i was trying to fit my feet in a dyson vacuum cleaner. the album
is a visceral and discordant detour of the rock genre; only one song, the nihilistic i write sins not tragedies, possesses the usual anthemic qualities of a fall out boy song, and this song is the hardest, most aggressive song the band had written in years. the album as a whole is also the most introspective and personal record the band had made; three songs on sing

are sung entirely by wentz. wentz composed the songs for the album while trying to address his own inner demons, and the album was initially planned to be a concept album revolving around the themes of emotional depression and suicide; he later stated in an interview that the album ended up being a complete mess because the actual story he had planned was
even crazier than what ended up on the album. the album, arguably, is an attempt to vent wentzs own struggles with a form of self-therapy.
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dont let those musically rudimentary lyrics fool you. and dont let the fact that the post was written by wentz fool you. this was no joke, and to be honest, it really does sound like wentz is ready to make music with a female fan. the way he describes her as an incredible writer is an understatement, and the way he compares her to an amazing writer makes his
confession even more tantalizing. it wasnt until i heard this that i began to suspect that ross was a different person than the one who i had first encountered in the fall of 2004. and there is something else: he is not alone. not only are there women who have been stalking fall out boy, but they are all writing about the band in their own blogs, connecting and defining

their own versions of the relationship. fall out boy disbanded in 2010, though its members remained close. wentz and bassist joe trohmans primary project was writing for the television show glee, and in 2011, the two began working with the show creator ryan murphy. the pair joined murphy and his creative team on a short film adaptation of the way of the gun,
which was released in 2012 and received mixed reviews. on top of this, both band members also had his own projects, wentz writing for television show nurse jackie and trohmans appearing in the feature film ride along. between these projects, wentz composed the soundtrack to the 2012 glee spin-off glee season three titled never been kissed; the full soundtrack
was released in october 2012. though wentz had been writing songs for television and film, he had been hard at work on his next album. initially, the project was supposed to be with producer greg kurstin; however, wentz and kurstin couldnt reach a sufficient creative and business agreement. (a lead single, titled centuries and featuring the main riff from r.e.m.s

everybody hurts, was released in 2011.) meanwhile, wentz was busy working with trohmans on the devil and daniel mouse, a film based on the life of the infamous serial killer gary ridgways. 5ec8ef588b
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